ANNUAL REPORT
2012-2013

“The Surveying & Spatial Sciences Institute (SSSI) is Australia's peak body
representing the interests of surveying and spatial science professionals,
combining the disciplines of land surveying, engineering & mining
surveying, cartography, hydrography, remote sensing and spatial
information science.”

Vision and Mission

OUR VISION
To provide a globally recognised forum for the surveying
and spatial sciences community that leads, promotes,
advocates and delivers excellence.

OUR MISSION
To develop professional excellence, provide a support
network and enrich the lives of its individual members,
in addition to progressing the surveying and spatial
professions in Australia and abroad.
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Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute

The Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute combines the disciplines of land, hydrographic engineering and mining
surveying, photogrammetry, cartography, geodesy, remote sensing and spatial information science. The Institute’s
members are involved in communities of practice such as land administration, land development, natural resource
management, earth observation, emergency management, forestry, agriculture, defence, marine environment,
local government, health, education, tourism, transport and many more.
Surveyors and Spatial Scientists deal with policy, administration, collection, measurement, analysis, interpretation,
portrayal and dissemination of spatially-related land and sea information, together with associated planning,
design and management. They also acquire, integrate, manage, analyse, interpret, map or distribute information
about a location in space and time. They develop, design and provide related equipment, software and valueadded services; undertake applied research, knowledge management and technology development; and manage,
educate and train others.
The principal objects of the Institute are:













to empower the Members to strive for excellence in the application and practice of surveying and spatial
science for the benefit of the community;
to represent, support, provide for and promote the professional interests of Members that work in the
surveying and spatial industry in all its disciplines;
to provide a national and regional identity to enable the development of the surveying and spatial industry
as a whole;
to maintain and promote standards for Members and professional conduct of Members who work in the
surveying and spatial industry;
to encourage, promote and assist Members to:

pursue their professional commitments in an ethical, energetic and scientific manner;

maintain a high level of personal and professional esteem when interacting with the community,
clients, colleagues and allied professionals;

actively participate in the processes that shape society;

encourage, assist and to professionally develop new surveying and spatial science graduates;
to enhance the professional character and status of Members who practice in the surveying and spatial
sciences as worthy contributors to the community;
to promote honourable professional conduct and surveying and spatial science practice and to safeguard
the interests of the profession of surveying and spatial science generally;
to encourage the study of surveying and spatial sciences and to improve the general professional and
technical knowledge of surveyors and spatial scientists and persons intending to engage in the professions
of surveying or spatial science;
to promote and provide the awarding of prizes, scholarships, exhibitions, bursaries and funds for the
purposes of education in all branches of surveying and spatial science and;
to write, edit, print, publish, issue and circulate a periodic journal or journals, papers circulars and other
literary matter as is conducive to the other objects set out in the Constitution to facilitate the exchange of
ideas and knowledge between Members of the Institute and the community generally by lectures,
conferences and any other means and to maintain libraries and data bases of materials and publications
relevant to the spatial sciences.
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President’s Report

“Today, SSSI is a more focused and delivery-orientated Institute. We have a clear strategy in place to drive
towards our common objectives. As a group of commissions and regions we are aligned and united under the
SSSI umbrella. We understand that in working together with our partners, we are better able to deliver
extraordinary results, not only to allow us to meet the objectives we have set ourselves, but more importantly,
to exceed our members and stakeholders expectations. We maintain that in building stronger partnerships
and enhancing synergies through our operational activities and services excellence, we will continue to take
great strides forward and build our membership within the community”

I am pleased to report that SSSI had another strong year
in 2012/13. I can state that SSSI has managed relatively
well in this challenging climate with membership
increasing and the returning of past members. This is
particularly due to its solid commitment by the Board,
Consultative Council, Regions and Commissions to
diversify our member services and responding to the
needs of what our members require for the advancement
of their professional development.
This past year was a very productive year across Australia
and New Zealand with SSSI hosting an array of high quality
international conferences, interesting regional events
tailored for our members and workshops assisting our
professionals in expanding their skills. Over the past 12
months there have been over 200 seminars and
workshops.
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President’s Report
Some of the highlights over the past year include:








Conferences
o The XXII Congress of the International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
o 16th Australasian Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Conference
o Surveying and Spatial Sciences Conference 2013 (Collect, Connect, Capitalise)
o Signing the heads of agreement and lead along with SIBA and the Office of Spatial Policy in the
development of the collaborative National Conference
Technology
o Introduction of webinars
o Upgrading of SSSI website
o Introduction of a members only blog spot
Membership development
o Development of new marketing and membership packs
o Introduction of graduate membership
o Continuation of free student memberships
o Delivery of GIS Project and Program Management Workshops
o Delivery of Cartographic Workshops
o Continuing growth in our Professional Certification Programs
Governance
o Improved operational processing between Head Office and Committees
o Introduction of the Strategy2015 Balance Scorecard
o Participation in the development of the National Space Policy
o Participation in the delivery of New Australian Standard for Underground Utilities

In closing, the past 12 months has been a very good year for the Institute. Thanks to a consistent strategy, a stable
management team, supportive business partners, and our great people. As a result there has been positive growth in all
sectors, including the financial position of Institute. The Board remains confident for the year ahead.
As I step down as the President of SSSI, it has been a privilege and honour to represent an amazing group of
professionals who truly believe they are making a better world for our children and their children. And you are! Thank
you

Gary Maguire
President SSSI
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CEO’s Report

As I present the CEO report for the SSSI Annual report for 2012-13 it is hard to think that another year has passed
by and the Institute has managed to continue to grow from strength to strength. In presenting this report my
first and most sincere thanks go to you the member, your continued support of the institute by renewing your
membership is to be applauded, in the current financial climate there is a multitude of expenses in everyday life
and your continued commitment of SSSI cements our future.
Thanks to the dedication and hard work of our volunteer members and our staff, SSSI has successfully achieved
many of the objectives identified in our Strategy 2015, strategic plan. Our membership, our organisation, and the
communities that engage with us continue to grow, and we are more ambitious than we were four years ago
when we began our journey together.
Strategy 2015 has inspired all of us to build our new long-term strategy with even greater clarity of purpose. The
new strategy compels us toward a broader mission and vision, a bolder voice and engagement with a bigger
community and sense of purpose for the future.
Let me share with you some of the success we’ve had in
the past year as we celebrated the 4th anniversary of
SSSI.











SSSI CPD Events- these events generated
significant exposure and income for the
institute and allowed us to extend our reach
and share our vision and values to members
and non-members alike.
Conferences - Our annual conference program
around the country and the International ISPRS
and SSSC2013 gave us the platform to deliver
professional and innovative streams to
promote our profession.
Membership services, we continue to make
improvements and to listen to our members on
the service delivery that is required.
Communications - We have established a
strong focus on Social Media with the
introduction of the SSSI Blog, Facebook page,
twitter, weekly newsletter and a new and
exciting online news feed.
A financial surplus for the year.
The establishment of innovative new
committees to look at reviewing the SSSI
models.
The employment of a several new staff across
the Nation to ensure that membership services
are delivered from both the National and
Regional Level.
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CEO’s Report
The institute is passionate and actively determined to develop professional excellence for its members through a growing
and sustainable support network and over the next twelve months we hope to have a dedicated E- Learning module
attached to our SSSI system that will compliment the current events and webinars that are being held.
In developing our thoughts for the year ahead, we will continue to focus the Institute's resources on priority areas –
certification, continuing professional development, education, coordination of the profession, advocacy and community
engagement, connecting and empowering and growing membership. These identified areas will be progressed taking
into account both lessons learned and the emerging needs appearing on our horizon.
The changing nature of the labour market with its emerging occupations and technologies can create a very different
environment from what today’s workforce looks like and also how associations will service members in the future. It is
through the passion of the SSSI professionals who are well equipped with the expertise to assist in what will be the future
of the spatial industry.
SSSI finished on a high this financial year with a good profit and rigorous activities in full swing across the institute to
service the membership. The institute is passionate and actively determined to develop professional excellence for its
members through a growing and sustainable support network across Australia, professional certification, creative CPD
initiatives, advocacy for the profession and promotion of the profession to all. We hope that through some of these
initiatives we will strengthen our membership numbers by attracting students, new member and new partners. It is
certainly an exciting time and a time for growth as we head into our fifth year of operation.
I am keenly aware that our future success will require us to work closely with our members, supporters, partners and the
industry, we need these stakeholders to share information, share expertise and encourage innovation.
Finally I would like to recognise our Sustaining Partners who have shown a strong commitment to the Institute by the
relationships that you have built with us on a platform of trust and mutual understanding, my thanks also go to the many
supporters of SSSI who give tirelessly of their time and energy, in most cases unrewarded.

Roger Buckley
Chief Executive Officer
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Strategy 2015

Implementing Strategy 2015
Strategy 2015 clearly describes who we are, how we operate and how we are working towards providing a globally
recognised forum for the surveying and spatial sciences community that leads, promotes, advocates and delivers
excellence. The following six Strategic Priorities provide the framework for achieving our vision over the next three years.
These points are in no particular order of priority.

1. Certification
Provide rigorous certification programs in surveying and spatial disciplines that are nationally and
internationally recognised by employers and professionals and that demonstrates professionalism to the wider
community.
2. Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
Commitment to developing and providing a comprehensive CPD program, and ensure all members have the
opportunity to fulfil their CPD requirements.

3. Education
Champion training and further educational opportunities for members. Promote the surveying and spatial
sciences as an attractive career for young people.

4. Coordination of the Profession
Be widely recognised as the voice of surveying and spatial professionals through coordinated initiatives and
approaches.

5. Advocacy and Community Engagement
Provide quality and informed advice and positions form the disciplines of the surveying and spatial sciences
profession for the benefit of decision makes.

6. Connecting and Empowering
Provide an environment where members, partners, staff and stakeholders are empowered, connected,
supported, and operate in a professional and ethical matter.
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The Board

John Trinder – President Elect

John Trinder graduated from UNSW with a BSurv (1963), MSc (1965) at ITC in
The Netherlands, and PhD from UNSW (1972). He was employed at the School
of Surveying and SIS at University of NSW (now part of the School of Civil and
Environmental Engineering) from 1965 to 1999, progressing to the position of
Professor in 1991 and Head of School from 1990-1999. He is currently Emeritus
Professor in the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering at UNSW and
Honorary Fellow of the University. John has undertaken teaching and research
at UNSW for about 45 years, specializing in a range of topics, and has published
more than 170 scientific papers in journals and conference proceedings. He has
received several awards with the American Society for P&RS for research papers
published in their journal, Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing.
He has held executive positions in the Council of the ISPRS, including Treasurer
from 1992-1996, Secretary General from 1996-2000, President from 2000-2004,
First Vice President from 2004-2008 and is an Honorary Member of ISPRS.

Gary Maguire – President
Gary Maguire (GISP-AP) is the Manager of Business and Location Intelligence
Services at the Department for Communities and Social Inclusion. He is currently
leading a group of staff who are delivering innovative and exciting solutions to
transform the way business visualises and analyses critical information through
the use of location based Enterprise technology. These geo services, solutions
and applications are positioning the organisation to share its corporate
knowledge and deliver improved services to its customers and the citizens of
South Australia.
In 2008 he was recognised as ‘South Australian Spatial Professional of the Year’
and in the same year he and his team were recognised for ‘Innovation’ at the
DFC Australia Day Awards. In 2011 he was recognised by the South Australian
spatial community for his ‘Services to the Spatial Community’. Currently he is a
Fellow of the Leadership Institute of South Australia (Fellow FGLF) and a
Certified GIS professional in Asia Pacific (GISP-AP).
Gypsy Bhalla – Past President

Gypsy Bhalla has a degree in Applied Science, majoring in Remote Sensing and
Geographic Information Systems from the University of Canberra, Australia. She
has worked in the commercial sector in Spatial information Technology focusing
on client delivery of imagery and GIS based integrated products, analysis and
modeling. She moved to the Australian Centre for Remote Sensing and the
Department of Defence, where she has remained within the Remote Sensing
and Spatial data areas for over 20 years.
Her current role is within Geoscience Australia (GA) in the 'Geographic
Information for Defence' role. She has previously held roles in SSI and the Spatial
and Surveying Sciences Institute (SSSI) as an active ACT Region Committee
member since 2005, Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Chair (RS&P
2009/2010), National Women in Spatial chair (WIS 2009) and a board member
of the SSSI over the last three years.
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The Board
Jonathan Saxon – Treasurer

Simon Ironside – Director

Jonathan Saxon is the Managing Director of Project Surveyors (formerly Clement
& Reid). Jonathan is a Registered Land Surveyor in NSW since 1993, and holds a
Bachelor of Surveying Degree from UNSW (1988). Jonathan also has a Masters
of Management Degree from Macquarie Graduate School of Management – a
world ranked Management School, and a part of Macquarie University, which he
obtained in 2001.
Jonathan has been primarily employed in the private sector as a Surveyor since
graduation, and has been managing his current business since 1995, as one of
three directors. In 2008 he became the last President of the Institution of
Surveyors Australia, and in 2009, was the first President of the Surveying and
Spatial Sciences Institute. Jonathan was also a member of the Merger Working
Group which ultimately saw the creation of the Institute by fully merging SSI and
ISA together. Jonathan has held the role of Treasurer since 2010.

Simon is a Level 1 Certified Hydrographic Surveyor and a Registered Professional
Surveyor. He holds a Higher Diploma in Land Surveying from the North East London
Polytechnic and a Bachelor of Surveying Degree from the University of Otago.
He worked in the North Sea oil and gas industry from 1980 until his return to New
Zealand in 1991. He has also worked throughout the Middle East, South East Asia and
West Africa. He was involved in all stages of the hydrographic surveying and
positioning elements of offshore hydrocarbon exploration and production as a
hydrographic surveyor, party chief, project manager and consultant. He is currently
Chair of the Hydrography Commission. He was awarded Level 1 Accreditation in 1998
and elected to the Australian Hydrographic Surveyors Accreditation Panel (now the
Australasian Hydrographic Surveyors Certification Panel) in 2001, stepping down in
July 2010.

Simon Callaghan – Director

Simon is the GIS Coordinator at The District Council of Mt Barker in Adelaide, having
previously worked within private consulting and the South Australian State
Government. He has sat on the SA Young Professionals’ Committee for the past nine
years, including holding office as its Chair in 2007-08. He has also sat on SSSI's
Consultative Council, the SA Regional Committee, and SSSI's Membership
Committee, and has been Chair of the National YP Committee from 2010-2013.
Simon undertook his undergraduate studies at Flinders University, completing a
Bachelor of Arts, a Bachelor of Environmental Management, and a Bachelor of
Applied Geographical Information Systems. He has completed a Master of Science in
Public Policy and Management from Carnegie Mellon University, and is completing a
Master of Business Administration (Executive) from UNSW in 2013. Simon is a Fellow
of the Royal Geographic Society, a Chartered Geographer (GIS), earned his GISP-AP in
2011, and previously attained Certified Practitioner of the SSI in 2009. Simon also
tutors 1st and 2nd year GIS topics at UniSA.
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Chris McAlister – Director
Chris graduated from the University of New South Wales in 2006 with a Bachelor
and Masters degree in Surveying and Spatial Information Systems Engineering.
She has worked for a number of government bodies and private sector
companies, in both the Surveying and GIS disciplines. She is currently
undertaking her registration to become a Cadastral Surveyor, completing her
GISP-AP qualification and studying for a Masters of Project Management
through University of Southern Queensland. On top of that, she has a 1 year old
son, Patrick, (who has been to more SSSI meetings than she’d care to admit!)
and a very tolerant husband, who is also a surveyor.
Chris has been a member of the Institute of Surveyors since her student days,
was a founding member of SSI and now the SSSI. She is the Chair Queensland
Region, Past Chair of the Queensland Young Professionals committee, a Vice
Chair of the FIG Young Surveyors Network, and also chairs a FIG working group
on Educational Marketing.
Jim Curnow – Company Secretary
Jim, as a private practicing surveyor, has elevated the profession of surveying,
devoted considerable energy and pride to his professional activities and has
served the Institution of Surveyors, Australia at the highest level both in his state
and nationally. He continues this by demonstrating the same level of exemplary
dedication, commitment and service to the spatial community through his
involvement with the Spatial Sciences Institute and now the Surveying and
Spatial Sciences Institute.
Throughout his career Jim Curnow has worked energetically and enthusiastically
for the profession and is held in high esteem by his peer’s throughout Australia.
He continues to be a leader within the surveying profession by flying the
surveying flag within allied professional groups.
Roger Buckley – CEO / Company Secretary
Roger currently holds the position of Chief Executive Officer of the SSSI and has
done so since September 2009. In this role he is responsible for the Leadership
and Strategic Direction of the Institute at the National Level. Prior to joining SSSI
he was the General Manager at the ACT & Region Chamber of Commerce and
Industry where he was responsible for the daily managerial functions of the
organisation. He also held the Director position of Employment, Education and
Training where he was responsible for administering two government funded
programs relating to Education and Training and providing a consultancy service
to members on Employment Education and Training.
Roger currently holds a Bachelor of Management and a Graduate Diploma in
Business Administration and he brings over thirty years of administrative
experience with him to the SSSI.
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Membership
Overseas,
51
Northern Territory, 33

Western Australia, 489
Queensland, 756
New South
Wales, 406
South
Australia, 301

New
Zealand, 45

Victoria, 360
Australian
Capital Territory,
128

Tasmania, 115

338

109

141

Membership Figures as at the 30th of June 2013

1324

772
14

Membership

Member, 2013

Associate, 101
Affiliate, 31

Student, 375
Fellow, 130

Honorary Fellow, 34

Total Membership
2684
Membership Figures as at the 30th of June 2012
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Regional Reports
Queensland Regional Report
Chris McAlister, Chair
The year saw several staff changes in the Queensland office as Meredith Scott-McMahon retired
after an amazing 15 years of service, to spend more time with her family. Alison Melville left us to
pursue further studies. The office eventually settled down with Barb Angus taking on the REO role
and Mark Leonard-Major as administative support. Kellie Davidson continued to provide an
extensive CPD Program in conjunction with Commissions and members.

The Queensland Regional Committee met 11 times during the year. Achievements for the year included:







Queensland Strategic Planning day. This event saw 40 of the top minds in our industry come together to look at
the future of SSSI. The outcome of this event was the Queensland Strategic Plan
Queensland Marketing Plan will help us determine direction for encouraging membership, certification,
Sustaining Partners and other advocacy. It is also targeted at helping us raise community awareness.
Membership drive to encourage renewals and student conversions.
Certification progress pilot program with government, to further recognition and promotion of the industry.
Participation in the State Government Queensland Plan, which offered the opportunity for SSSI and SIBA to
contribute to the future development of the state through advocacy. Paticipation was by SSSI Qld region REO
Barb Angus and myself through various community forums.
Queensland Region committed to hosting the 2014 SSSI member conference in Cairns, called QCON14.

Continuing Professional Development continued to deliver a variety of opportunities for SSSI Qld members, with
approximately 40 events conducted across all commissions, including several Women in Spatial breakfasts, Fellows
dinners and Regional Group conferences. For the first time, we offered a social media workshop, which was hosted at the
SSSI Qld boardroom, and again at the joint Central & Northern Group conference. We continue to work strongly with
other groups to provide events and training.
Northern and Central Groups held separate conferences in October and a highly successful and well-attended joint
conference in Rockhampton in May. These conferences include meetings, CPD and dinners.
The Queensland Surveying and Spatial Conference in September 2012 was held at the Brisbane Convention & Exhibition
Centre. It was a resounding success, and was well attended by over 200 people. The Queensland Spatial Excellence
Awards “A Night of Magic” was well attended by both members, sustaining partners and sponsors. The night recognised
an excellent array of surveying and spatial professionals, and for the first time I presented the Queensland Chair’s Award.
The Hydrography Commission ran a Ship Simulator workshop, where participants got to steer and dock a virtual ship into
Port Brisbane. They also had a presentation on hydrography software. Both events were well attended with around 15
people each.
The Spatial Information and Cartography Commission Queensland Chair Nick Lawrence participated in a training
workshop for the URISA Cartography and Map Design course. Nick has presented this course for Brisbane members, and
has several more courses planned. The SICC also ran a very successful workshop on Open Source GIS, and several GISP-AP
certification workshops.
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The Land Surveying Commission continues to function strongly, and has held many CPD events. Members of the LSC met
with the Minister to discuss various advocacy issues. The first Land Surveying Commission Forum was held in July 2012,
with topics ranging from ambulatory boundaries to encroachments to GNSS. Another forum was held in June 2013, and
was attended by 100 surveyors. There were a number of Twilight Seminars, which were repeated as webinars for our
regional members. A Reinstatement workshop and NSW BOSSI points seminar were both run at the Gold Coast.
The Land Surveying Commission continued to work with the Surveyors Board of Queensland (SBQ) to promote industry
relationships, and the SBQ Training Advocate hosted 2 workshops with SSSI on Career Episode Reporting for Graduate
Surveyors. Members also attended a tour of the Surveying and Mapping Museum, with the Young Professionals.
Young Professionals had a quiet year with several social events held to encourage networking and foster team building.
The YP’s represented SSSI Qld at the presentation of academic awards and promoted the surveying and spatial profession
at a number of careers expos and school information sessions. They also hosted a recruitment breakfast in the
Queensland Boardroom, and as usual their Christmas Party was well attended.
Spatial Science Queensland returned to print edition in May, after 2 years as being digital only. An online version is still
available from the SSSI website. Regular contributions to GeoMessage were also made to maintain communication with
our members.
We maintained a good representation of Regional Sustaining Partners, with CR Kennedy, Queensland Survey Pegs, Cairns
Regional Council and Department of Transport and Main Roads. We also welcomed Industropop and Ultimate Positioning
to the program.
In the coming year, the Queensland Region is planning to consolidate and increase membership through continuing
membership drives and communications, focussing on advocating certification for the profession through increased
corporate contact, guiding a targeted and enhanced CPD calendar including broadening audience reach through
increased multi-media usage.
SSSI Queensland continues to show a strong presence in social media, through Twitter (@SSSIQ), LinkedIn, SocialGrads,
and on our Facebook page (SSSI Queensland), and YP Facebook group.
I would like to thank the SSSI members who volunteer their time and skills on the various committees that help to keep
our region running, particulaly the QRC. I would also like to thank the staff of the Queensland office for their continued
support and efforts.
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NSW Regional Report
Gabriel van Wyk, Chair
When I started in this role as chair of SSSI NSW region, it was with some apprehension. Knowing
that the task was not to be underestimated and also knowing that I am still a relative newcomer
in the Australian industry, I started the job with some nervousness. I can now look back at this
year, and must say that I am both satisfied and amazed. The people who make up the NSW
team have excelled. The year has not been a walk in the park, and we did have some
controversy. However, our team made it work. I have to single out Kelly our Regional Executive
Officer. The lion’s share of the work was done by her - Kelly you are a real star.
We have tackled some tough challenges – perhaps the toughest was managing relationships with other organisations
who play in the same space as we do. These are ongoing and we know that this is not going to be easy.
In past year, SSSI NSW has been involved in many activities, below are some of the highlights:
1) The SSSI NSW Committee was involved in the “Creating value with location-based information ThinkTank”. This
resulted in the “NSW Location Intelligence Strategy Action Plan”. This plan is currently being finalised and will be
available for comment on the NSW Government “Have Your Say” website in the near future. The plan makes
provision for a number of activities with specified deliveries against defined timeframes. Already there are some
practical outcomes from the workshop. NSW government started opening up some datasets for public
developers to use in mobile applications. The variety of transportation information apps are a result that is
already making life easy for many. Going forward there they have many further plans. It will be a collaborative
effort and it will have the following aims:
 Assist policy making
 Facilitate Service delivery and Operational Decision Making
2) On the 12th of June 203 some of us attended the official launch of the new Australian standard: Classification of
Subsurface Utility Information (SUI) – AS 5488-2013. A number of our members played a small role in the
development of this standard, but it is a significant piece of the spatial puzzle and we would like to congratulate
the team who made it happen. The work was spearheaded by Mark Gordon without whom we would not have
had any of this. As standards goes, I found this one to be an easy read and the principles logical. Many
professionals will perhaps comment that “we’ve been doing things this way for years”, which of course is an
indication of the amount of industry consultation that went into the development of the standard.
May I suggest that spatial professionals start off by actually reading the document? Apart from the obvious
contribution the standard makes to the industry, it also offers a few indirect benefits – if only we are prepared
to recognise these. It is now time for practitioners to start thinking about how we implement the standard into
our operation work. Some principles I believe can be applied to any GIS dataset or report are:
 Framework for reporting the quality of spatial datasets in terms of geometric accuracy
 Recommended formats for attribute information and metadata.
 Recommended codes and colours for reports
The standard was focussed on Subsurface Utilities, and I believe, and challenge my colleagues, that we should
now take this further and develop a standard that will enable the spatial community to take control of the data
supply chain and to bring Design, As-Constructed Work, GIS and Safety Reporting to the next level.
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3) The SSSC 2013 was held in April in Canberra. Something really encouraging for me was the way in which spatial
practitioners showed interest and participated across disciplines. I hope that this trend is an indication of
practitioners coming to grips with the diverse but complimentary disciplines in the industry. I truly hope that this
will continue. Let's learn from one another. We will all benefit.
4) This year the SSSI National Strategy was released and NSW Region Committee looked at the goals of the strategy
and evaluating what actions it will undertake to carry the national SSSI strategy forward in NSW. The timing of
the SSSI strategy aligns with other activities and advocacy to Government, such as SSSI NSW attending the
government and industry thinktank on placed-based information. The forum was attended by a broad cross
section of NSW industry, government, professional / industry associations (including Australian Computer
Society, Farmers Federation and Australian Information Industry Association). Sessions sort feedback, input and
contributions by all attending to move the State forward with the use of place based information. Sessions
included ‘needs, objectives and benefits of opening place-based information’, ‘priorities, opportunities and
inhibitors’ with the attendees breaking into theme based working groups to review and contribute.
Finally, people working in the spatial industry would have spent many years training for the profession. Unfortunately,
our training does not stop there. The industry changes fast, with so many new challenges that, in order to stay up-todate, we need to continuously engage in activities that will expose us to new technologies, stretch our minds and our
thinking; this will help us to constantly gain new knowledge. Your NSW committee is driven to ever improving the
benefits we offer our members. In keeping with the national SSSI strategy for the next few years we are offering a range
of events that will challenge and expand your thinking.
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) is something every person active in the spatial industry should subscribe to
and should actively participate in. CPD is not just an excuse for organisers to get people to attend events; participation in
CPD programs has been identified internationally as best practice across all professions to keep people up to date with
the latest developments in the respective industries. Being up-to-date with technologies and methodologies is an
imperative in the fast changing world we live in today. Once one has fallen behind, it is very difficult catch up.
SSSI spends a lot of time and energy to set up CPD points carrying events. We listen to our members and we pick the
events to best serve our members. For 2012/13 year our SSSI NSW Events included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Property and Land Structures Webinar – 25th July 2012
Spatial Data Infrastructure and Metadata Workshop plus Vendor Challenge – 16th August 2012
Surveying and Mapping Industry Day – 5th September 2012
Investigating the Allais Effect Webinar – 26th September 2012
GIS in Engineering Seminar – 12th October 2012
SSSI / ISNSW Young Professionals Conference and Networking Event – 9th November 2012
SSSI NSW Networking Dinner – 22nd November 2012
Remote Sensing and Earth Observation Fields Seminar – 30th January 2013
SSSI NSW Networking Drinks – 30th January 2013
The Changing Face of Cartography – from its origins to future – 12th February 2013
Spatial Database Workshop – 26th February 2013
The New Australian Standard and its application in Underground Service Location – 11th March 2013
SSSI Conference 2013 Snapshot Seminar – 21st May 2013
Legal Traceability of GPS Positions in Australia Webinar – 5th June 2013

For a report on each event please refer to our Past Events page on the SSSI NSW homepage.
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ACT Regional Report
Gypsy Bhalla, Chair
Introduction
The ACT Region membership has been consistent between last year and this financial year, at
approximately 130 members. As in the past, we have the majority of members in the interest
areas within the Land Surveying and Spatial and Cartography Commissions, representing around
40% each. In this year we continued to have the strong support of the ACT Emergency Services,
ACT Environment and Sustainable Development Directorate and Cartographic Services at the
ANU through maintenance of the collaborative Sustaining Partnerships. Despite experiencing a testing financial time,
these agencies have continued to support the ACT SSSI, and it is a testament to the key people who continue to work
with us in nurturing these relationships.
Highlights and achievements
The year has seen a continuation of the usual mix of CPD and social events which are well received by our members.
Initiatives such as the Scrivener Breakfast and Annual Awards Dinner still provide highlights to our overall calendar of
activities. This year the ACT SSSI also undertook a number of activities to engage with the education community –
including teachers and careers advisors. We saw the initial set up of placements for students in some of the local
surveying companies through this program. In 2014 we will expand on this program and encourage broader participation.
Major events
The ACT continues on its tradition of staging its own regional conference. This event gets better and bigger each year.
The unique component of these conferences in the ACT is that they are driven, led and managed by the ACT Young
Professionals cohort.
Our conference was held in conjunction with the Awards Dinner and supported by a number of local and interstate
sponsors. The high calibre of speakers and presentations set precedent for future conferences in the ACT, ranging from
topics on environment, cadaster and innovation/technology. All sectors were in attendance; education/academia,
government and private sectors.
Looking forward to 2013/14
The key event on the horizon for ACT is the combined conference ‘Locate’ to be held in Canberra in early 2014. This
event will see the first spatial integrated conference between the SSSC and the Spatial@Gov events. This conference will
be supported by SSSI, CRCSI, OSP, SIBA and other Australian peak spatial bodies. Further details will be provided soon.
In 2013/2014 the ACT region intends to continue and grow its activities in the education sector – leading set up of a
Special Interest Group for Education. This group will bring together teachers, careers advisors and other interested
participants who progress the development of appropriate educational material and opportunities for students
interested in spatial careers. We will also work towards developing a social networking program, with advice from
members and non-members. Key advice from membership forums in 2012/2013 have indicated a need to leverage and
grow membership benefits or value for SSSI membership. The ACT SSSI region will actively participate in bringing some of
these to fruition – including networking events for all spatial professionals.
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Conclusion:
I would like to thank all the members of the 2012/2013 Committee and our regional assistant Beth Lavery in her first year
of the role – Beth has become invaluable to all the workings of the ACT SSSI, and has developed her own interests and
passion for some of the initiatives we undertake. I expect to see Beth become more involved in the education events in
the next year. We look forward to a strong 2014, with a new ‘one conference’ theme set for April and the SSSC2014.
Congratulations to our award winners in 2013 and we look forward to greater member participation as we expand our
services and benefits into 2014 and beyond.
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South Australia Regional Report 2012-13
David Trengove, Chair
This is the second year of my term as Chair of SSSI South Australia and we have remained
focused on the three goals I set as incoming chair for our committee.
1.

Women in Spatial

Continuing on from last year with great participation and energy lead by Penny Baldock. Our
outcome was to establish a strong network amongst the women in our profession. A forum
where they can meet and know each other, be comfortable participating in SSSI events and develop the relationships
they had built. This program has been very successful with a breakfast event for Spatial Information Day and professional
development courses for women.
2.

Young Professionals

The SA YP Committee continued powering ahead growing strong relationships with South Australia’s three Universities
and TAFE College encouraging the SSSI free student membership and we are now seeing new faces on the Committee.
This year’s events have embraced the science and blended with fun and networking events and also involving other
Commissions and Special Interest Groups. The YP Committee has been a runaway success and Joel Dillion is the YP
National President elect. Well done to the whole YP Committee.
3.

Back to the Science

The focus of relevant and interesting events continued and our premier event, “Spatial Information Day, SID 2013” just
keeps getting better. We delivered 34 papers, had keynotes speakers including MedStar and Rising Sun Pictures in front
of 360 delegates. The South Australian Spatial Excellence Awards Dinner completes a great day with a fantastic dinner,
celebrating our success and relationships between SSSI, SIBA, The Surveyors Board South Australia and the industry.
Also thanks the Deputy Chair, Daniel Kruimel for his commitment to Geo Message and pulling together articles from our
events.
Within the SSSI South Australia Office there have been some changes with the appointment of Rachel Crees as the SA
REO in August. Rachel has a strong science and non-profit background and experience and has been an asset already with
her work on SID 2013. I must also thank Sharon Medlow-Smith from the Surveyors Board South Australia in providing
Executive Officer support for the last 18 months while we transitioned between REO’s.
What does the next few years’ hold for SSSI South Australia? I am not too sure but I do know we have a great foundation
to continue growing and engaging with the members of our profession.
I take this opportunity to thank our current National President, Gary Maguire for his contribution and ongoing support
and Franco Rea as the SA Treasurer for the strong financial position SA is in.
Many Thanks to the SA Committee for their support and energy to promote our profession and run an exciting event
program.
Financial Summary
The SSSI SA region made a profit of $34,227.24, this was mainly due to the following factors.
•

Increased SID 2012 Income

•

Increase in Sustaining Partners

•

Decrease in Staff costs
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Event Summary
Here is an Event Summary for 2012-13, attended by 1000 people for 20 events.
ATTENDEES

EVENT DATE

EVENT TITLE

29

20/07/2012

History By Night

58

3/08/2012

Spatial Information Day (Full Conference)

26

3/08/2012

SA Spatial Awards Dinner

274

3/08/2012

Spatial Information Day (Day Conference)

51

5/07/2012

Point Clouds

31

3/08/2012

Ignite Your Career (Breakfast)

13

24/08/2012

YP - Friday Night Pool, Pizza and Drinks

16

12/10/2012

Adelaide Planetarium Visit

4

11/11/2012

WIS - Adelaide Hills Wine Tour

19

20/09/2012

YP - Networking Event

21

17/10/2012

Hydrography 2012

2

16/10/2012

WIS - Steer Your Career

82

19/11/2012

Cadastral Surveying Workshop

3

1/03/2013

WIS - Girls Night at the Fringe

8

19/02/2013

WIS - Breakfast at Saldechin

39

22/03/2013

YP - Welcome 2013: Surveying Tech & BBQ

88

22/03/2013

State of Play 2013 - Spatial Information in SA

14

11/04/2013

YP - Pizza and Planetarium Night

11

3/05/2013

YP - Breakfast and Meet the Committee

39

15/05/2013

State of Play 2013 - Local Government Update

104

25/05/2013

Cadastral Surveying Workshop

20

19/06/2013

WIS - Webinar: Speak Up! Find Your Voice at Work

25

5/06/2013

YP - PIA Young Planners Networking and Beer Appreciation Evening

25

19/06/2013

YP - Career Development Evening
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Victoria Regional Report
Chris Pettit, Chair
There has been significant international and local activity occurring within the Victorian Region in
the 2012-13 financial year. The XXII Congress of the International Society for Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing was held in the Melbourne Convention Centre from the 25th August to 1st
of September. This was an extremely successful event with over 1,800 registered delegates.
Experts from around the world came together to present their latest research findings and
technical developments, which will ultimately take the profession forward.
In November 2012 the Victorian Region held its strategic planning day and for the first time produced a two year
strategy. The strategy provides the vision that SSSI “Be the premier forum that delivers valuable member services
underpinned by strong leadership and mentoring that promotes and supports industry collaboration, flexibility, creativity
and excellence.” The strategy consists of four key platforms: (i) Connecting and Empowering, (ii) Continuing Professional
Develop (CPD), (iii) Education, and (iv) Champion the spatial professions.
Education has been a major focus for the Vic SSSI Region this financial year with SSSI continuing to support both the
University of Melbourne and RMIT University annual dinners through sponsorship and prizes. For the first time Vic SSSI
also provide financial support to both Destination Spatial (DS) and the Surveying Task Force (STF) which promotes the
benefits of the spatial industry primarily to secondary students.
There have been significant activities amongst the region’s Young Professionals, Commissions and Special Interest groups
summarised below.
Chris Pettit - Victorian SSSI Regional Chair
Land Surveying Commission
The Land Surveying Commission sub committee continues to meet bi-monthly to plan an ongoing CPD events program
and address contemporary issues. In addition, two combined seminars were held in conjunction with ISV and another in
conjunction with CR Kennedy. A strong effort is made to keep members abreast of new legislation and the latest
technologies.
Professional Training Agreement (PTA) Mentoring Program
As a result of the ACSV Research Report in to Professional Training Agreements, a meeting was held between the
Surveyors Registration Board (SRBV), ISV, ACSV, SSSI and the Surveying Taskforce representatives, to develop a
mentoring workshop program to assist candidates. SSSI through Jeff Clarke has taken the lead in developing a program
which has recently been endorsed by the SRBV and is currently being distributed to industry for comment.
Lindsay Perry - Victorian Land Surveying Commission Chair
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Spatial Information and Cartography Commission
The Emerging Technologies Seminar joint event between the SI&C Commission and the Young Professionals (YPs) was
held on Tuesday 25th June at CQ Events, Queen Street Melbourne. The program was diverse, covering topics ranging
from UAV research and surveys in Antarctica, through to The Victorian Government’s policies on data access and latest
developments by Google.
The SI&C Committee has been busy planning for the 2013 Spatial Summit event developing content and providing input
to a number of Victorian Spatial Summit organising committee meetings. Members also conducted a site visit to the
Summit event venue. The committee established the SI&C stream program for the Summit and contributed to the
planning of the entire program and event. The SI&C Committee also successfully secured the services of an international
speaker from India for the plenary session of the Summit.
Rod Flynn - Victorian SI&C Commission Chair
Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry
In the past year the RS&P Commission has pushed the need for more services to its members. The low hanging fruit
which have benefited members this year includes the new RS&P newsletter to be published quarterly. The contents of
the e-Newsletter are derived from announcements distributed by commercial operators of satellite, software developers,
instrument companies, academic institutions and other sources of relevant information to readers. It also contains one
or two ‘feature’ articles on RS&P activities.
The RS&P Commission has also been supporting the launch of the Australian Earth Observation Community Coordination
Group (AEOCG). The AEOCG is a collective which provides a coordinating and sharing point for all people using images
collected from satellite, airborne or any other platform for any purpose in Australia. Stuart Phinn reported the successful
launch of the website (http://www.aeocg.org.au/) in 2012.
Nathan Quadros - Victorian Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Chair
Young Professionals
The Young Professionals have kept themselves busy with 3 in-coming committee members and 3 out-going committee
members. The YPs have supported the ISPRS conference by hosting a social event; they have organised an annual Victoria
State Library map room tour; attended the Victorian Spatial Excellence Awards and organised the after-party; organised
the end-of-year trivia night and the Young Professionals meet and greet; encouraged student membership (at a couple of
student university events); organised and ran the Emerging Technologies Forum in partnership with SI&C commission;
Supported the SSSI Regional Committee at the University of Melbourne student careers night; and organised YP rates at
events. A significant contribution has been the establishment of a 12 month mentoring program, with support for
regional participants. The program is to be run in the 2013-14 financial year.
Holly Voller - Victorian Young Professionals Chair
History and Heritage Special Interest Group (HHSIG)
The History & Heritage SIG held a workshop prior to SSC2013 in Canberra. Five of the presentations came from Victoria
and the interest generated was sufficient interest to focus on holding events in conjunction with Victorian History Week
in October of each year and National Heritage Week each April.
Lindsay Perry - Convenor
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Western Australia Regional Report
Peter Douglas, Chair
Introduction
The Western Australia Region has had another successful year with our membership gradually
increasing to 488 members at the end of the financial year, with the Engineering & Mining
Surveying Commission membership increasing due to the interest in ES P-AP Specialist
Certification. Due to a range of successful events, the region also maintained a strong financial
position.
We welcomed Damian O’Donnell as our new Regional Executive Officer, following the retirement of Eugene Browne who
supported the Region whole-heartedly during the past seven years.
Highlights, Major Events and Achievements
The major event for the financial year was the one day WA Surveying Conference which was held in May 2013 at
Technology Park. This Conference was very successful. During 2011 and 2012, SSSIWA hosted 2 day conferences
targeting all commissions, however, due to the WALIS Forum being held in 2013, it was decided to have a one day
‘Surveying Focus’ conference early in the year. As the WALIS Forum is a joint WALIS, SSSI, SIBA event, it was decided that
this event would provide the spatial commissions with a quality CPD event for 2013. As a departure from the norm, the
Spatial Excellence Awards (WASEA) for 2013 will be announced at the WALIS Forum dinner.
During the year, SSSIWA provided a number of quality continuing professional development seminars on behalf of the
commissions. The Land Surveying Commission was well supported with four extremely well attended seminars plus the
Surveying Conference. The monthly Cadastral Interest Group meetings were also well attended and continue to provide a
forum for discussion and comment to Government with respect to the Cadastral Industry. The Remote Sensing &
Photogrammetry Commission and Spatial Information & Cartography Commission held two ‘Going Places’ Seminars; and
the Engineering Surveying Commission held a successful CPD seminar and is working hard to provide more relevant CPD
events to support ES Certification renewals. It has been, however, a struggle to find suitable speakers to expand the
number of seminars. The Engineering Surveying Interest Group meetings are held bi-monthly and are gradually gaining
momentum with Bernie O’Sullivan working hard at both National and Regional levels to promote and encourage
Engineering Surveyor Certification. WA still leads the nation with the number of members taking up certification. This
WA initiative has resulted in the commission membership in WA growing significantly.
Once again the Spatial Technology in Schools competition which is coordinated by our Gold Sustaining Partner, WALIS,
was run again with admirable winners in both junior and senior schools. This program will be highlighted at the WALIS
Forum in November.
Our regular social events were well attended: Retired Surveyor luncheons, Fellows dinner, golf day and the Christmas
windup. Graham Marion organized two very successful lawn bowls evenings during the year. Sadly, Graham passed away
in May 2013. SSSIWA will continue to host the event and the Regional Committee have agreed to name the event in
Honour of Graham, in recognition of his significant contribution to this event.
Career events, one in conjunction with Curtin University and the other being a combined St Marys and Hale School event
were run with generous support from Nicholas Flett, YP Chairman, and his helpers.
During latter part of the year, the management committee introduced the regional newsletters which provide members
with an update of local issues and events and supplements the information coming from the National office. Damian
O’Donnell, Regional Executive Officer, has so far produced two very comprehensive and informative editions.
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What to look forward to 2013/2014
SSSIWA plans to build on its successes in the previous financial year by growing its membership, endeavouring to be
more visual in the community, promote the certification in all Commissions, particularly ES P-AP, involvement in the
running of the WALIS Forum, and the expansion of Spatial Information and Remote Sensing & Photogrammetry activities.
SSSIWA is also planning a stronger focus on regional areas within WA, with the expectation of hosting CPD events in
regional locations.
Conclusion
Sincere thanks go to WA Region office staff and numerous volunteer members who give their time to committees and
interest groups and also our WA Region Sustaining Partners for their continued support.
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Tasmania Regional Report
Penny Douglas, Chair
Introduction:
The year 2012/2013 has been another good one for Tasmania. We have had some very high
quality events that were well attended. One of the highlights for the year was the launch of the
42 Parallel Project by the Governor of Tasmania in Ross in October.
This year we also held a Remote Sensing Seminar which had been off our calendar for a couple of years and it proved to
be as popular as ever as was the Mapping and Mining Conference held in Devonport.
There were many other events, some of which are discussed below, and I would like to thank our hardworking
committee for all the work they did during the year to make these events possible.
Committee:
The Committee has had a couple of changes over the last year. Mark Chilcott resigned after serving many years on the
committee, the last few as cpd organiser. Our very successful State of GIS seminar was his brainchild and his input will be
greatly missed. Lara Rector also resigned but I suspect and hope that she will be back as she has a lot of energy and
enthusiasm for the SSSI. Our REO also resigned in June after being with the Tasmanian Region for 3 years. Carmel played
a very important role in getting us organised and drumming up ideas and sponsors for many of our events.
We have had some new people join the Regional Committee during the year, Mick Rose, regional rep for the Land
Surveying Commission and Alex Leith, YP. Alex has also taken on the role of Regional rep for the SICC commission.
Major Events:


SSSI TASMANIA Annual Conference

The SSSI 2012 Annual Conference was held at the Olde Woolstore in Hobart in September and we had about 80
registrations for the day. Delegates were treated to a diverse program of speakers and presentations and the Tasmanian
Spatial Excellence Awards were presented at the conference dinner.
2012 Tasmanian Spatial Excellence Awards Winners:
Spatial Professional of the Year: Mr Peter Murphy
Service to the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Community: Dr Jon Osborn
Student of the Year Award: Ms Elyse Allender


Remote Sensing

In November we held a half day seminar on Remote Sensing at the University of Tasmania. It was great to see all the uses
that the newest technologies are being put to around the state.


State of GIS May 2012

Over 100 members and colleagues again packed into the Old Woolstore Theatre to hear about the current State of GIS.
The sixth State of GIS was a resounding success; and again thanks go to Regional Committee member Mark Chilcott for
his outstanding organisation.
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Mapping and Mining Conference

In June, SSSI Tasmania held a Mining and Mapping conference in Devonport. Many of the presentations were very
topical, significant enough that one of the keynote speakers was featured on the front page of the local paper and there
was a second article further in.
Throughout the year there were many other cpd events and SSSI Tasmanian Region also made a submission on the
Review of the Survey Coordination Act 2002.
Projects:
“Drawing the Line”
On October 16th the “Drawing the Line” project was unveiled by His Excellency the Governor of Tasmania, Justice Peter
Underwood.
This was a major project instigated by members of the SSSI in Tasmania and I would like to thank Jon Osborn, Jenny
Newton and Darren Llewellyn for the huge amount of work they did to get this off the ground. It is a major piece of work
that hopefully will be visited and appreciated by locals and tourists alike as they go through Ross.
As I am writing this there are Regional elections happening and I think there will be quite a different look to the
Tasmanian Regional Committee moving ahead. After 10 years with the local committee I have decided to pass the baton
onto others and wish them all the best.
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New Zealand Regional Report
Chris Weir, Chair
The 2012-13 year has been a very quiet year in comparison to the previous year which included
hosting SSSC2011.
In September a new committee was formed after the biannual elections. At this election, the
stalwart of the NZ Region; Bill Robertson stood down after being part of the NZ Region
Committees since the inception of SSI. The Region acknowledges that without his support and knowledge the region
would have been a poorer group without his considerable experience.
The year has not been as active as it could have been as the work load on individual members from their day jobs has
been such that there has been little time for putting in the effort required to run the region effectively. This lack of spare
time has resulted in the resignation of several members of the committee during the year as the pressures between the
two demands became too great.
Having said that;


Women in Spatial lead by the fantastic Elaine McAlister have been holding events roughly every 6 weeks around
New Zealand and have built up a following of approximately 100 Women across the country. The trick is
converting this following into membership which has proved difficult.



The Young Professional group lead by Jen Ryan have been holding events injunction with NZIS every two months
and is slowly building up a group of YP’s.



In the South Island Veronika Frank and Simon Ironside have been working with the Canterbury Spatial Network to
promote GIS in the region.



The major event held in Wellington was the annual Quiz Evening which attracted over 100 GIS professionals. This
was run by Karl Majorhazi and Jen Baker.



The Region signed up its first sustaining partner –Interpret Geospatial Solutions (formerly Abley Transportation
Consultancy).



The region has been holding steady at around 46 members, with slow growth occurring.



During the year the committee discussed frequently the major issue hanging over the NZ Region; the NZIS
restructure and their desire to be the Premier body for Geospatial professionals in New Zealand.
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In the 2013-2014 year, the committee will be looking at a strategy to address issues currently facing the Region:








Support for the Committee i.e. paid part-time assistance
Recruit more members to the committee
Further and more varied events
Formulating a strategy to deal with NZIS
Strengthen relationships with SIBANZ, NZ ERSI User Group, NZ CARTO Society and LINZ
Set up the NZSEA in association with LINZ and SIBANZ
Expand membership by targeting organisations that employ Spatial Professionals, starting at the CEO level by
promoting SSSI and its benefits and the certification programs and how these benefit the employer.
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Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Commission Report
John Trinder, Chair
Major Event – ISPRS Congress and 16th ARSPC

The major event for this year was the XXIInd ISPRS Congress held together with the 16th ARSPC in
Melbourne which went from 24 August to 1 September 2012. Overall the Congress was very
successfully managed by the Local organizing Committee lead by Cliff Ogleby with the Technical
Program managed by Mark Shortis and finances managed by Chris Bellman. These three
members of the organizing committee are thanked for their dedication in developing the Congress and achieving a
successful ISPRS Congress. There were many very good comments received about the overall organization and I believe
that the Congress can be classed as a resounding success. A significant profit was achieved which has been distributed to
the Institute according to the agreed formula. The majority of the RS&P funds will be invested in an interest bearing
deposit so that will bring long-term benefits to the Commission by holding the ISPRS Congress in Australia.
Statistics on the ISPRS Congress/16th ARSPC are as follows:
1950 registrations from 74 countries
Large delegations came from: Australia – 500; China – 320; Germany – 156; Japan – 114. There were 71 day registrations
and 78 exhibitors, with a large number from China. Nearly 1000 papers were presented, of which 292 were fully
refereed and published in the inaugurated ISPRS Annals of Photogrammetry, Remote sensing and Spatial Information.
There were 6 invited speakers and about 30 presented papers at the 16th ARSPC. Overall comments about the 16th
ARSPC sessions were also very good. The papers are available on the web site together with the proceedings with the
15th ARSPC.
National RS&P Committee
The Chair and Treasurer were elected during a face-to-face meeting in Melbourne on 22 July 2013. The Committee for
the Commission from October 2013 will comprise:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Craig Smith – Chair
Tim Whiteside/Renee Bartolo – Vice Chair
Chris Bellman – Treasurer
Shona Chisholm – Communications

Major Achievements of the RS&P Commission for 2012-2013
1. In a move to improve services to members, the Committee is supporting the preparation of a quarterly newsletter
covering developments in remote sensing and photogrammetry to be published in May, August, November and
February. Following a call for expressions of interests, Karen Cambrell has been contracted initially for the first year
to act as the Editor. So far two editions have been published and the response has been very good.
2. Provision of journals subscriptions to members. The Commission invited members to submit requests for
subscriptions to the ISPRS Journal for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing or the IEEE-GRSS Journals to be funded
by the Commission. A number of members requested subscriptions and they are receiving the requested journals
for 2013. It is expected that this process will continue for the coming years.
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3. The Commission made submission to Senator Kate Lundy on the Federal government’s document ‘Australia’s SatelliteUtilisation Policy’ and the OSP/ANZLIC document ‘One ANZ national foundation spatial data framework’. It is believed
that the SSSI response had some influence on the recently announced Australia’s Satellite Utilisation Policy by
Minister Kate Lundy.
4. The proposal to develop RS&P webinars has not yet progressed, since a question sent to members resulted in a poor
response and an apparent lack of interest in attending webinars. The Committee is proposing to use some existing
web based webinars to test the interest of members.

5. The Australian Earth Observation Coordination Group (AEOCG) has now been renamed as Australian Earth
Observation Community Coordination Group. It was established under the leadership of Professor Stuart Phinn from
the University of Queensland, Adam Lewis from GA and Alex Held from CSIRO, and funding from Geoscience Australia.
The web site has been established at http://www.aeocg.org.au/ . The Whole of Community Meeting #1 was held on
19 April 2013 via the web and a face-to-face AEOCG Whole of Community Catch-up was held during IGARSS 2013 in
Melbourne on 24 July 2013. Reports of these meetings are available on the web site.
6. Regular columns have been placed by the Commission in Geomessage and Position magazine
7. The Commission has agreed to organize the 17th ARSPC in the regular series of RS&P conferences together with QCON
14 in Cairns from 7-10 October 2014.
8. John Trinder represented the Commission at the Asian Association of Remote Sensing general conference in
November 2012 in Pattaya, Thailand.
Conclusions
The organization of an international ISPRS Congress has been the major undertaking for the Commission in the past year.
While it required a substantial commitment by everyone involved, it brought considerable benefits to the Commission
and the profession in Australia both scientifically and financially. The attendance by 500 Australians at the combined
ISPRS Congress/16th ARSPC demonstrates the support given by local participants to this event. The momentum gained by
the Congress should enable further developments in the Commission’s activities for the coming years.
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Engineering and Mining Surveying Commission Report
Bernard O’Sullivan, Chair
The Engineering and Mine Surveying Commission has had another exciting year with strong
membership growth and strengthening of our commissions Engineering Surveying Certification
(ESP AP). This was my first full year as national commission chair and I have found the role to
have been very rewarding and with growth in numbers of ESP AP certified surveyors by nearly 50
taking the total to over 70 nationally… and growing. I’m happy with the industry take up and
support for the scheme.
The ESP AP certification scheme has now started to move forward on the east coast, with signs it will catch up and
possibly even overtake the strong presence found on the west coast, where it all began. The grandfather (or long term
practice) clause has been further extended by the commission to allow for marketing and take up in the east coast states.
The deadline for the grandfather clause is currently set to 30th June 2014. Industry support has grown strongly for the
certification with movement in government agencies and private business alike. Some support has come from BOSSI
(NSW), Leighton, Lend Lease, Thiess, Main Roads (WA) and Transport & Main Roads (QLD) among others. It is very
promising to see the movements in the industry to adopt a scheme that will improve the engineering surveying field in
the longer term.
This year we also had the formal resignation from our commission of the past chair Michael Spiteri, I would like to take
this opportunity to formally thank Michael for his valued contribution over a number of years and welcome Dave Richey
to the commission position (NSW) in place of Michael. We wish Michael all the best in his new role at BOSSI (NSW). It was
very helpful for Michael to source his own replacement before moving on, again thank you Michael.
This year the commission received a dividend from the ISPRS2012 conference. This was a great boost for the commission
and triggered the national office to open a separate commission bank account for the first time. We have also earned
some income from certifications that can be put back into CPD and webinar events or similar. We have a healthy balance
in the commission account and have ability to self-promote and look at running commission events in the future.
During this financial year one hot topic that had carried over from last term was the splitting of the commission to Mining
and Engineering. This topic was put into an article in Position magazine with initial steps suggested as separate icons for
the streams to identify with. This article netted no response from the membership so the decision was made to scrap any
further talk of commission splits.
This coming year the commission biennial elections are due, we are hoping to get some more volunteers and some
greater enthusiasm within the commission. So anyone who has a passion for Engineering Surveying or Mining Surveying
and can spare some time to contribute please put your hand up. This is your chance to make a difference in your field of
expertise.
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Land Surveying Commission Report
Phillip Pozzi, Chair
The Land Surveying Commission Committee and members have continued to maintain an active
role in SSSI and the Commission continues to act as the peak representative body at a National
level.
The Land Surveying Commission’s assessment panel continues to assess overseas migration
applications for surveyors on behalf of the Federal Government’s Department of Education
Employment and Workplace Relations. It is to be noted that the actual number of assessments undertaken has exceeded
the budget.
Members of the Commission continue to represent Surveyors at various levels on FIG Council, FIG Commission and FIG
Working Groups. The role and position of SSSI as a whole in relation to FIG and where the Land Surveying Commission fits
in relation to this is the subject of continued discussion.
Land Surveying Commission members have represented the SSSI on the Property Law Reform Alliance and on the
Standards Australia IT-036 Committee, as well as representation at the respective Regional Levels on numerous issues.
There has been increased liaison between the various states in relation to the need for attracting students into the
disciplines of Land Surveying and having qualified, techniques and mentoring seeing graduates through to professional
registration.
There has been continued discussion in relation to both Survey Control standards and As Constructed standards
throughout the year and is expected to continue.
Teleconferences have been held on a regular basis with a face to face meeting being held in Canberra on the 16th April
2013. Unfortunately at present there is no representation from Western Australia, this is hoped to be remedied.
Effort continues to be made to connect the various organizations in New South Wales and Victoria, with the current
Commission representatives from both these states providing continued liaison between the groups.
The subject of Land Surveying Commission certification continues to be discussed, with the need for such certification, till
present, thought to be largely unwarranted due to the regional statutory and professional requirements. With the ever
increasing movements towards and availability of national standards and data formats, the benefit of a national
certification grows.
The SSSI Conference was held in Canberra from 15-19 April 2013. The venue was the National Convention Centre and the
Conference theme was "Collect, Connect, Capitalise".
The program included a Land Surveying stream that featured a number of varying subjects and speakers, with the ever
increasing areas of interest relating to GNSS, Survey Control Standards, Datums, Digital Cadastres and E plan delivered in
support of the Conference theme.
The Land Surveying Commission Committee and members have continued to maintain an active role in SSSI strategic
development by way of the consideration and development of policy into the future.
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Spatial Information and Cartography Commission Report
Penny Baldock, Chair
As SICC winds up another successful year, I again have to acknowledge the team effort that goes
into all the work we do. The National committee is a great bunch of very committed people, we
all put a lot of work in, and most of the time we have a bit of fun doing it!
Many of the key Commission activities in 2013 were focused on the SSSC2013 event in Canberra.
In 2013 the National Conference followed a participatory model, whereby Commissions were
responsible for the peer review of academic papers, and for contributing to the program in general. SICC coordinated the
peer review for the largest number of papers, all of which are now published from the SSSI website. SICC was also
instrumental in securing David DiBiase, Director of Education, Industry Solutions at Esri in Redlands California as a
keynote speaker. David’s background is with Penn State University, and he was a key driver behind the Geospatial
Revolution videos. David got the audience thinking with his fascinating keynote presentation on education and
employment trends.
The Commission also held a full day meeting prior to the conference, with attendance and representation from all
regions. The group spent a good portion of the day workshopping key issues, such as certification, and national strategies
around skills and competencies.
Greg Babinski, past president of URISA, also joined us in Canberra for the annual ‘exchange of ideas’ visit. We took full
advantage of Greg’s skills, and his goodwill, by working him pretty hard during his visit! Greg was a panel member at the
‘Big Talk Big Ideas’ session at the conference, talking about urban management, and how spatial technology can be used
in this sphere. Greg also spent a full day training and accrediting our SICC delegates to deliver the ‘Cartography and Map
Design’ workshop, which we have now licensed, and which will form a key body of work for us over the coming year. It is
always a pleasure to host our URISA delegates, and we hope Greg enjoyed his visit as much as we enjoyed having him.
The Cartography and Map Design workshop is the next in our series of national workshops, and will be run in all regions
over the coming year. We have trainers accredited in all regions except New Zealand, and to date have run multiple
workshops in Queensland, as well as events in Victoria and Tasmania. This workshop is a departure from the strategic
focus of the GIS Program Management course, focusing on the science and art of cartography and map design. We have
had excellent feedback on the course content to date, from both established practitioners who use the course to brush
up on rusty skills, and those new to cartography. As Universities move away from specific cartographic training, and with
vendors focusing on software skills, SICC identified that this course would address a skill gap in professional training.
SICC continues to build our relationship with the Mapping Sciences Institute (MSIA) under our existing MOU, and with the
International Cartographic Association (ICA). A key achievement of 2013 was the ICA acceptance of our application for
Affiliate membership, an application which was made with the full support of the existing Australian country member,
MSIA. This is a great step in advancing a unified approach to supporting and growing the cartographic profession in
Australia.
SICC’s relationship with URISA remains strong. The Geospatial Technology Competency Model, which sets out the skills
required for spatial practitioners, was an agreed shared body of work under our existing MOU. The Competency Model
has now been officially endorsed by the SSSI Board as a comprehensive measure of technical skills and competencies.
SICC also continues to investigate possible collaborations around the GIS Management Institute, a body which will
accredit the GIS maturity of organisations.
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Professional certification remains a key focus for the Commission. The certification panel has been active in following up
renewals, and has been receiving a steady stream of new applications from across the country. A recent focus for SICC
has been on promoting the benefits of professional certification to employers. The SIBA Board has voted to endorse the
certification scheme, and to promote it as a standard measure of professional competency to its members. SICC will be
working with SIBA and its members to increase understanding of GISP-AP certification and what it means to employers. A
similar motion has been sent to the Office for Spatial Policy, and it is hoped that GISP-AP certification will be recognised
highest level by both industry and government.
This year our Vice Chair, Jessica Davies, will participate in the ‘exchange of ideas’ visit, attending the GIS-Pro conference
in Providence Rhode Island in September, and taking part in various collaborative activities. In 2014 we will be visited by
the URISA President, who will join us for the Queensland regional conference in Cairns.
National Committee membership will remain stable following the election, however we are always looking for energetic
new participants. I will be remaining as Commission Chair for an interim period while Jessica finalises some work
commitments. We look forward to another successful year!
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Hydrography Commission Report
Simon Ironside, Chair
I have had the privilege of chairing the SSSI Hydrography Commission during the 2012/13 year and
am pleased to report that the Commission has had another successful year. It has continued to
expand its influence within the Australasian hydrographic surveying community and will continue
to play a significant role within the industry in the coming years. I would like to thank the
members of the HCNC and the AHSCP for their hard work on behalf of the Commission, the
Institute and the wider hydrographic community in Australia, New Zealand and internationally.
Hydrography Commission National Committee (HCNC)
The 2011/13 HCNC is comprised of:
Simon Ironside Chair (NZ), Richard Cullen Vice Chair/CPD Co-ordinator (NSW) , Jasbir Randhawa Treasurer (NSW) , Simon
Allen (Tas), Peter Barr (NSW), Michael Beard (ACT), Owen Cantrill (Qld), Paul Downie (Vic), Neil Farrant (WA), Daniel
Kruimel (SA), Rod Nairn ex-officio, AHSCP Chair , Scott Preskett (NZ), Andrew Ternes (Vic)
Scott Preskett resigned from the Committee during the year and Cdre Rod Nairn was succeeded by Cdre Brett Brace as
RAN Hydrographer and consequently assumed the role of AHSCP Chair.
Commission Work
The Hydrography Commission has 145 financial members throughout Australasia and internationally, a pleasing increase
on the previous year (121). On behalf of the Hydrography Commission, I extend my gratitude to our Sustaining Partners,
The Australian Hydrographic Service and Caris Ltd for their invaluable assistance again this year.
2012/13 highlights include:


One of the Commission’s goals has been to increase public awareness of hydrography as an important spatial
discipline, with a specific objective of highlighting hydrographic surveying as an attractive and rewarding career
option to future generations of school leavers and university students. A subcommittee lead by Michael Beard
and consisting of Neil Farrant, Daniel Kruimel and Martin (Cass) Castalanelli (AHSCP) has overseen the production
of a video entitled ‘Hydrography: For the Modern Explorer’. It is a fantastic 3 minute video full of animation and
images produced by the Royal Institution of Australia based in Adelaide. It has been prepared from Commission
funds with contributions from industry and will be distributed to high school students and to young people
interested in a career in hydrography.



The issue of field hydrologists incorrectly calling themselves hydrographers came to the fore this year. TAFE NSW
– Western Sydney Institute in conjunction with the Australian Hydrographers Association are promoting the
graduates of the proposed Diploma of Water Operations as qualified hydrographers. In addition Government
Skills Australia released its Draft Occupation and Competency Standard – Hydrography. Submissions from the
Hydrography Commission and the wider community asked for the terminology to be changed from hydrographer
to hydrologists to more aptly reflect the qualification being taught and the occupation and competency
framework being proposed.



Another successful Hydrography Commission seminar was held in Adelaide on 17 October 2012. Entitled
Hydrography 2012: Future Outlook of the Profession, this one day seminar, held in conjunction with SSSI South
Australia Region, was oversubscribed.



The 2013 Surveying & Spatial Sciences Conference held in Canberra in April was well supported by the
Hydrography Commission. The annual face to face meeting of the HCNC and the AHSCP was held prior to the
conference, there was a strong hydrographic stream, much informal networking and two long serving
Commission and AHSCP members, John McCarthy & Jasbir Rhandhawa, were awarded Fellowship certificates.
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The proposed hydrographic surveying certificate and diploma courses at the University of Tasmania/Australian
Maritime College have been postponed indefinitely. However discussions with the University of Otago School of
Surveying about the introduction of a taught Masters in Hydrography programme are ongoing and early
indications are positive.

Australasian Hydrographic Surveyors Certification Panel (AHSCP)
The AHSCP, a regional body charged with certifying hydrographic surveyor competence, is jointly sponsored by the SSSI
and the New Zealand Institute of Surveyors (NZIS). It operates within the Hydrography Commission and is one of the
SSSI's four specialist certification bodies.
Elections
Nominations for three positions on the AHSCP were called in July/August 2012. Three members were elected for a two
year term and the Panel is currently comprised of
Chair
Commodore Brett Brace, RAN (Hydrographer of Australia)
Members
Mr Martin (Cass) Castalanelli (Industrial Offshore Surveying)
LCDR Richard Cullen, RAN (Nautical Charting)
Mr John McCarthy (Private Practice)
Mr Mark Sinclair (Education)
Mr Barry Smith (Surveys for Coastal Zone Management)
Certification Assessment
Applications from Australia (14), New Zealand (2), Belgium (2) and Singapore (2) were assessed as follows:
Certification
12 applicants; 7 awarded Level 1 status, 3 awarded Level 2 status, and 2 deferred.
Re-certification
8 applicants; 4 re-certified Level 1, 3 re-certified Level 2, and 1 deferred.
Skills Assessment
The SSSI is the authorized assessing authority to assess overseas qualifications for the purpose of migration to Australia
under the general skilled migration categories for the occupation of Surveyor ANZSCO 232212. Applicants with
qualifications and/or experience in hydrographic surveying are referred for assessment to the AHSCP.
During the 2012-13 the AHSCP assessed 3 applicants (Egypt, Estonia and U.K.) and advised the Institute that the
qualifications and work experience of all the applicants satisfied the relevant requirements.
In June 2013 the AHSCP, proposed to the SSSI Board that skilled migrant assessment of hydrographic surveyors should be
carried out by the AHSCP based on its assessment criteria. The SSSI have consulted the Department of Education,
Employment & Work Relations who have agreed to the proposal in principle.
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Special Interest Groups
Young Professionals Report
Simon Callaghan, Chair
The Young Professionals (YPs) is a special interest group that represents students and people
aged 35 years and younger. Our members come from each commission, and from each region,
and the National YP Committee is made up of representatives from each region. This currently
consists of: Lara Rector (Tas), Nicholas Flett (WA), Callum McClure (Vic), Adrian White (NSW), Jen
Ryan (NZ), Amy Peterson (NT), Danielle Beaudreau (ACT), Matt Fry (Qld), and Joel Dillon (SA).

While this has been a slower year on the national front, we have been successful in achieving a graduate membership
classification. This enables the YPs and SSSI to better capitalise upon the free student memberships that are offered.
Demonstrating the value of membership is one thing, but ensuring we convert those student members in full members
will be much easier with tiered pricing of membership upon graduation.
We have developed a strategic plan to align ourselves with Strategy 2015, which will be a dynamic document that shall
evolve with the committees goals and plans.
We have successfully engaged Helen Owens (General Manager, Office of Spatial Policy) and Brett Bundock (Managing
Director, ESRI Australia) to come on board as SSSI YP Patrons. They act as role models to YPs in the industry, and will be
available at certain times where the National YP Committee may need some wider influence.
Danielle Beaudreau is stepping into the role of Chair on the new committee, and I wish her every success in the future.
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2012 APSEA Individual Awards

The annual Asia-Pacific Spatial Excellence Awards are unique. These are the only awards for the Asia-Pacific region
that recognise, at the same event, the excellent achievements of both individuals and organisations engaged in the
spatial information industry across the region.

2012 APSEA Individual Awards
The 2012 APSEA awards dinner was held on Thursday evening, April 18 2013 at the National Convention Centre in
Canberra.
Congratulations to those individual Awards recipients:








Professional of the Year - JAMES SPATH
Young Professional of the Year - JOANNE POON
Excellence in Education & Professional Development - CLIFFORD OGLEBY
Student - Undergraduate - PHILLIP NIXON
Student - Postgraduate - JACOB DELFOS
Professional Eminence Award - CHRIS RIZOS
SSSI 2012 President’s Award - BERNARD O'SULLIVAN
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Titanium Partner

Esri Australia Report
Brett Bundock, Managing Director
The past year has seen Esri Australia and SSSI continue to strengthen its National
Titanium Sustaining Partnership, with the release of the 2013 GIS in Local
Government Benchmark Study.
Australia’s local governments represent the largest collective user of GIS technology
in the country.
Our decision to partner with SSSI to develop the Benchmark Study was part of a joint
effort to recognise the important contribution Australia’s councils make to the
broader spatial community.
The Benchmark Study sought to explore these achievements – and throw a light on ‘where to next’ for Australia’s local
governments.
Encouragingly, we’re seeing the profile of the technology within councils rise.
The Benchmark Study indicated 68 per cent of participants believe the value of GIS technology is becoming widely
understood within their organisations. Couple this with the statistic showing 85 per cent of all councils surveyed provide
organisation-wide access to GIS capabilities, and it is clear the role of GIS technology is growing.
The ongoing interest in the Benchmark Study has been remarkable – coming from not only the 150 professionals who
contributed to the research; but also the broader global community.
Organisations from across the Asia Pacific, United States and United Kingdom are amongst those who have requested a
copy of the Study.
In Australia, we have fielded enquiries from all tiers of government, including the Office of Spatial Policy, as well as many
entities in the commercial world.
It is our intention to continue working with SSSI to release more of these types of industry studies – so if you would like
to be involved in the future, please do let us know.
Outside our joint-research initiatives, SSSI and Esri Australia have also worked to increase awareness of spatial
technology in non-traditional sectors.
As part of our efforts to push into new markets, we have run national education campaigns – featuring executive
briefings, media engagements and thought leadership presentations – that showcase creative applications of GIS
technology.
Beyond our joint initiatives in non-traditional sectors, the Partnership also continues to explore how best to deliver value
back to existing members of the SSSI family.
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Over the past year, Esri Australia and SSSI have hosted a series of state-based events aimed at providing increased local
support to GIS professionals, both in capital cities and regional centres.
These events have provided an opportunity for us to: share the expertise of our technical specialists and trainers; deliver
presentations that highlight innovative applications of GIS; and, run demonstrations showcasing the latest advances in
the technology.
The culmination of our event program is Ozri, the annual Australian Esri user conference.
With the support of SSSI, this year we welcomed more than 520 attendees to Ozri – many of whom were new to the
industry, from emerging sectors such as mining and resources, and national intelligence.
As we continue to embark on this new era of growth for the spatial industry, the scope of what we can achieve through
this Partnership will continue to evolve as well.
For Esri Australia, our ongoing relationship with SSSI affords us the opportunity to continue to drive the sector forward,
taking with us a membership base that provides the foundation for the industry's success.
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Sustaining Partners Report

Esri Australia - Titanium Sustaining Partner

Esri Australia is the nation’s leading Geographic Information System
(GIS) specialist. For more than three decades Esri Australia has
partnered with thousands of government and commercial enterprises
to deliver quality GIS solutions that have transformed the way
organisations address opportunities and challenges.

Esri Australia uses the world’s most advanced GIS technology to expose patterns and relationships within data, providing
an analytical vantage point that no other tool can. The company comprises Australia’s largest group of GIS professionals
skilled in areas including business analytics, environmental science, surveying, cartography and software development.
As a result, Esri Australia’s services continue to set both national and international benchmarks.
Digital Globe – Gold Sustaining Partner

DigitalGlobe is a leading provider of commercial high-resolution earth
observation and advanced geospatial solutions that help decision
makers better understand our changing planet in order to save lives,
resources and time. Sourced from the world’s leading constellation, our
imagery solutions deliver unmatched coverage and capacity to meet our
customers’ most demanding mission requirements. Each day customers
in defense and intelligence, public safety, civil agencies, map making and
analysis, environmental monitoring, oil and gas exploration,

infrastructure management, navigation technology, and providers of location-based services depend on DigitalGlobe
data, information, technology and expertise to gain actionable insight. DigitalGlobe is a public company listed on the
NYSE as DGI, and is headquartered in Longmont, Colorado.
In January 2013, DigitalGlobe and GeoEye combined to become one DigitalGlobe, creating a company capable of
providing greater value to customers through an integrated constellation and a broader set of products and services. For
more information on the combination and its benefits, visit www.digitalglobe.com/combination.
DigitalGlobe is a registered trademark of DigitalGlobe.

Position Magazine and SpatialSource.com.au – Gold Sustaining Partner
Position Magazine and SpatialSource.com.au are proud to be partnering with the
Surveying & Spatial Sciences Institute in building the professionalism and technical
knowledge base of the industry.
Delivered as a benefit of membership to all members of the SSSI, Position magazine
has been informing and educating its readers in the surveying, spatial sciences, GIS,
and government for over ten years, the only magazine of its kind in Australia and New
Zealand.
In 2010, Position magazine was joined by its authoritative electronic news counterpart SpatialSource.com.au, a website
and weekly, free e-newsletter. Spatial Source also offers a premium tender service available by subscription.
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CR Kennedy – Gold Sustaining Partner 2012 marked an important year for CR Kennedy & Co as we acquired our new
head office at 300 Lorimer St, Port Melbourne. With over 22,000 square
metres of land, and only 5 minutes’ drive from Melbourne’s CBD, our new
head office with Leica certified repair facility, 7,000 metre warehouse,
cinema, machine control training ground and multiple show rooms, will see
us strong for many years to come.
Meanwhile, CR Kennedy’s major business partner, Leica Geosystems, continues to innovate and be at the forefront of
technological development for the Surveying and Spatial industries. Leica’s significant releases in the last 12 months
include the P20 high speed laser scanner and the Nova Multi Station - the world’s first Total Station with comprehensive
3D scanning capabilities. There has also been continual evolution of GIS and Mapping technology headed by the Leica
Zeno product range and advances in airborne scanning and mapping. Our expanding CORS Network known as Smart Net
Aus now covers most of the eastern seaboard from Adelaide right up to the Fitzroy Basin in Far North Queensland and
provides positioning advantages and helps realise new potential to those involve in surveying, farming, GIS and mapping
applications.
As CR Kennedy strives to become an even more complete solutions provider we will continue to value greatly our
relationship with SSSI and trust that this partnership will contribute to the advancement of the Surveying and Spatial
Sciences Industries in Australia.
Pitney Bowes – Bronze Sustaining Partner

Pitney Bowes offers solutions that enable businesses and governments to
make well-informed and highly-effective decisions that lead to a better
customer experience. The company achieves this through a combination of
technology, deep industry experience and a culture focused on delivering
fast, measurable and meaningful client outcomes.

Pitney Bowes provides Location Intelligence, which enables clients to interpret, manage and act upon the complex and
unique relationships between organisational data and location, in order to deliver operational efficiencies, sound
governance and competitive advantage.
Pitney Bowes also offers Customer Engagement Management tools that drive organisational efficiencies and enable
businesses and governments to engage with their stakeholders on a personal level, elevating their experience.
In 2013 Pitney Bowes forged a new relationship with SSSI to enhance the value offered to the spatial community of
Australian and New Zealand. There are numerous activities being planned over the next few years. Some of these are
already implemented this year, including:




The broader communication of MapInfo training programs on the SSSI calendar,
The implementation of SSSI CPD point accrual for attendance at MapInfo training courses, forums and online
information webinars,
Sponsorship of various state-based SSSI conferences.

Pitney Bowes is enthused about the forming relationship with SSSI.
EFM Health Clubs – Sustaining Partner
EFM Health Clubs provides a unique service between a regular gym and a personal trainer.
Clients have their very own fitness coach present every session to take them through a
different session every day. The sessions are personalized to each member to make sure that
they are getting the most out of their time in the club and the best results that they possibly
can. We pride ourselves on never locking members into lengthy contracts as our memberships are only on a month
to month basis. EFM is proud to have a partnership with the SSSI and provides all members with a 15% discount at
any one of our health clubs Australia wide. We look forward to working with the SSSI for many years to come.
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Directors’ Report

REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS
Your directors present their report on the financial report of the Institute for the year ended 30 June 2013.
Directors
The following persons are Directors of the Institute at the date of this report:
Gary Maguire
Gypsy Bhalla
Jonathan Saxon
John Trinder
Simon Callaghan
Simon Ironside
Chris McAlister

President
Past President
Treasurer
Director
Director
Director
Director

All directors are participants in the spatial industry in Australia.
During the financial year ended 30 June 2013, Nine meetings of Directors were held. Set out below are details
of each person that was a director during the financial period, the number of meetings attended by each
directors and number of meetings each director was eligible to attend.
Eligible
to Attend

Director during the year ended 30 June 2013
Gary Maguire
Gypsy Bhalla
Jonathan Saxon
John Trinder
Simon Callaghan
Simon Ironside
Chris McAlister

President
Past President
Treasurer
Director
Director
Director
Director

9
9
9
9
9
9
5

Attendance
8
5
8
9
4
7
4

Directors Report
Directors below retired during the financial year:
Chris Weir
John Minehan
Robyn McCutcheon

Director
Director
Director

5
4
3

3
4
3

Activities
The principal activity of the Institute during the year ended 30 June 2013 was to provide the membership
framework for spatial professionals to practise and thereby serve the needs of the spatial community.
Results & Review of Operations
The net result of operations of the Institute or the year ended 30 June 2013 was an operating Profit of
$141,346.03
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Dividends
The Institute is a public company limited by guarantee and is prohibited by its objects from distributing its
surplus to the members. Accordingly, no dividend has been paid out or declared for year ended 30 June 2013
by the Institute.
Directors' Benefits
No directors has received or become entitled to receive a benefit by reason of a contract made by the Institute
or a related corporation with the director or with a firm of which he/she is a member, or with a company in
which he/she has a substantial financial interest.
Indemnification of Officers and Directors
The Institute has not, during or since the close of the financial year, in respect of any person who is or has
been an officer or auditor of the Institute or related corporate entity:
(i) Indemnified or made any relevant agreement for indemnifying against a liability incurred as an officer or
auditor including costs and expenses in successfully defending legal proceedings; or
(ii)Paid or agreed to pay a premium in respect of a contract insuring against a liability incurred as an officer or
auditor for the costs or expenses to defend legal proceedings.

th

Signed at the 10 day of October, 2013
in accordance with a resolution of the Directors.

________________________________
Director

________________________________
Director

DIRECTORS' DECLARATION
The directors declare that:
1. the financial statements and notes required by accounting standards comply with accounting standards and
the Corporations Act 2001;
2. the financial statements and notes gives a true and fair view of the financial position as at 30 June 2012 and
performance of the Institute for year ended on that date; and
3. in the opinion of the directors, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Institute will be able to pay
its debts as and when they fall due and payable.

th

Signed at the 10 day of October, 2013
in accordance with a resolution of the Directors.

________________________________
Director

________________________________
Director
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Financial Statements

BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 30 June 2013
Note

2013
$

2012
$

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Other
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

4
5
6

1,225,820
223,869
110,100
1,559,789

1,022,734
130,641
159,787
1,313,162

NON CURRENT ASSETS
Plant and equipment
TOTAL NON CURRENT ASSETS

7

649,381
649,381

679,756
679,756

2,209,169

1,992,918

TOTAL ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Payables
Current tax payable
Provisions
Unearned revenue
Money held in trust
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

8
9
10
11
12

128,311
458,981
10,262
597,554

178,814
335,162
10,043
524,019

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
Lease liability
TOTAL NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

10

6,811
6,811

18,980
18,980

604,365

542,999

NET ASSETS

1,604,805

1,449,918

EQUITY
Retained surplus
Initial Contribution

1,590,643
14,162

1,402,547
46,750

TOTAL EQUITY

1,604,805

1,449,297

TOTAL LIABILITIES

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 June 2013
Note
Revenue from ordinary activities
Staffing costs
Occupancy costs
Events and administrative costs
Depreciation and amortisation
Income tax expense relating to ordinary activities

2

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR

2013
$
2,323,155
(904,276)
(498,065)
(747,599)
(31,869)
-

2012
$
2,039,512
(849,194)
(515,529)
(714,192)
(40,214)
-

141,346

(79,617)

2,339,285
(2,162,925)

1,862,383
(2,120,708)

14,679
191,039

20,639
(237,686)

(1,494)
(1,494)

(14,840)
(14,840)

14,162

46,750

203,707
1,022,734

(205,777)
1,228,510

1,226,441

1,022,734

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 June 2013
OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from members and customers
Payments to suppliers and employees
Interest received
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities

18(b)

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchases of property, plant and equipment
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities
Initial Contribution
Net movement in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

18(a)

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 June 2013
Note 1: Statement of Significant Accounting Policies
This financial report is a general purpose financial report that has been prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting standards, Urgent
Issues Group Interpretations and other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board and the Corporations
Act 2001.
The financial report covers the Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute Limited as an individual entity. Surveying and Spatial Science Institute
Limited is a company limited by guarantee, incorporated and domiciled in Australia. The financial reports incorporates the income, expenses,
assets and liabilities of State and Territory regions which are not separately incorporated.
The financial report of the Company complies with all Australian equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (AIFRS) in their
entirety. The company is a not-for-profit entity for the purposes of measurement and disclosure under AIFRS.
The financial report has been prepared on an accruals basis and is based on historical costs.
(a)

Income Tax
The institute is a not for profit organization and is currently in the process of gaining income tax exemption. Therefore no income tax
applied to the account

(b)

Property, Plant and Equipment
Each class of property, plant and equipment is carried at cost less, where applicable, any accumulated depreciation.
The carrying amount of property, plant and equipment is reviewed annually by the Company to ensure it is not in excess of the remaining
service potential of these assets.

Property, plant and equipment purchases with a cost of less than $500 are expensed in the period of purchase.
All classes of property, plant and equipment are depreciated using the straight line method.
Depreciation is charged at the following rates:
Class of fixed assets
Rates
Furniture, plant and equipment
10% - 40%

The assets' residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each balance sheet date.

(c)

Financial Instruments
Recognition
Financial instruments are initially measured at cost on trade date, which includes transaction costs, when the related contractual rights or
obligations exist.
Subsequent to initial recognition these instruments are measured as set out below.
Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market and
are stated at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF THE REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 June 2013
Note 1: Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)

Held-to-maturity investments
These investments have fixed maturities, and it is the company’s intention to hold these investments to maturity. Any held-to maturity
investments held by the company are stated at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.
Financial liabilities
Non-derivative financial liabilities are recognised at amortised cost, comprising original debt less principal payments and amortisation.
(d)

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand and deposits held at call with banks or financial institutions.

(e)

Employee Benefits
Provision is made for the company’s liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered by employees to balance date.
Employee benefits that are expected to be settled within one year have been measured at the amounts expected to be paid when the
liability is settled, plus related on costs. Employee benefits payable later than one year have been measured at the present value of the
estimated future cash outflows to be made for those benefits.
Contributions are made by the company to employees’ superannuation funds and are charged as expenses when incurred.

(f)

Leases
Leases of fixed assets where substantially all of the risks and benefits incidental to the ownership of the asset, but not the legal
ownership, are transferred to the company, are classified as finance leases. Finance leases are capitalised recording an asset and a
liability equal to the present value of the minimum lease payments, including any guaranteed residual values. Lease payments are
allocated between the reduction of the lease liability and the lease interest expense for the period.
Lease payments for operating leases, where substantially all the risks and benefits remain with the lessor, are charged as expenses in
the periods in which they are incurred.

(g)

Comparative figures
Where necessary, comparative figures have been adjusted to conform to changes in presentation in this financial report.

(h)

Revenue and expense recognition
The Institute's membership subscription year runs from 1 July to 30 June. Only the membership fees and subscription receipts which are
attributable to the current financial year are recognised as revenue.
Operational grants are recognised as revenue progressively over the period of the grant.
Operational grants received in respect of future financial years are recognised as income
received in advance (liabilities, unearned revenue).
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Note 1: Statement of Significant Accounting Policies (continued)

Project grants are recognised as revenue to the extent that the monies have been applied in accordance with the conditions of the grant.
Project grants received prior to the year end but unexpended as at that date are recognised as unexpended project grants (liabilities,
unearned revenue).
Conference and seminar income is recognised as revenue on completion of the event. Income received prior to the holding of the
event is recognised as income received in advance (liabilities, unearned income). Expenses incurred prior to the event are recognised as
deferred costs (other current assets). Where a professional conference organisers ("PCO") is used, only the net income/expense is
recognised in the income statement. Advances of seed money paid to PCO's and the balance of any surplus receivable for completed events
is recognised as amounts receivable for events (receivables).

Publications sales are recognised upon delivery of goods to the customer.
Revenue from the rendering of services is recognised upon the delivery of the service to the customer.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
(i)

Impairment

At each reporting date, the Company reviews the carrying values of its tangible and intangible assets to determine whether there is any
indication that those assets have been impaired. If such an indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset, being the higher of the
asset's fair value less costs to sell and value in use, is compared to the asset's carrying value. As a not-for-profit entity, value in use for the
company, according to AASB 136 Impairment of Assets, is depreciated replacement cost. Any excess of the asset's carrying value over its
recoverable amount is expensed to the income statement.

(j)

Critical accounting estimates and judgements
The directors evaluate estimates and judgements incorporated into the financial report based on historical knowledge and best available
current information. Estimates assume a reasonable expectation of future events and are based on current trends and economic data,
obtained both externally and within the Company.

Key estimates - Impairment
The Company assesses impairment at each reporting date by evaluating conditions specific to the Company that may lead to impairment
of assets. Should an impairment indicator exist, the determination of the recoverable amount of the asset may require incorporation of a
number of key estimates. No impairment indicators were present at 30 June 2013.
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2013
$

2012
$

Note 2: Revenue
(a) Revenues
Operating activities:
Membership Fees
Sustaining Partner Income
Conference & other seminar fees
Certification & Qualification assessment
Publication sales
Management Fees
Interest
Other

765,049
177,912
1,190,016
55,756
28,464
42,362
14,679
48,917

781,712
233,028
870,352
30,883
26,785
35,658
20,639
40,455

Total Revenue

2,323,155

2,039,512

-

-

-

-

-

1,211,125
700
13,995

1,018,715
700
3,319

1,225,820

1,022,734

223,869

130,641

223,869

130,641

Note 3: Income tax expense
Prima facie income tax payable/(benefit) on surplus from
ordinary activities before income tax at 30%
Add (Subtract) tax effect of:
Members expenses not deductible
Members income not assessable
Tax losses not recognised (recouped)
Income tax expense relating to ordinary activities
Note 4: Cash and cash equivalents
Cash on hand and at bank
Cash on hand
Undeposited Funds

Note 5: Receivables
CURRENT
Trade debtors
Other receivables
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2013
$
Note 6: Other current assets
Prepayments and deferred events costs

2012
$

110,100

159,787

Note 7: Property, plant and equipment
Property, Furniture, plant and equipment – at cost
Accumulated depreciation

761,423
(112,042)

759,929
(80,173)

Total Property, Plant and Equipment

649,381

679,756

(a) Movement in the carrying amounts of property,
plant and equipment between the beginning and the
end of the current financial year

Furniture,
plant &
equipment

Opening Balance
Additions
Depreciation and amortisation expense

679,756
1,494
(31,869)

705,130
14,840
(40,214)

Closing Balance

649,381

679,756

Note 8: Payables
CURRENT
Unsecured liabilities:
Creditors and accrued expenses
Other Payables

127,504
807

171,438
7,375

128,311

178,814

-

-

6,811

18,980

6,811

18,980

Note 9: Current tax assets and liabilities
CURRENT
Current tax payable

Note 10: Lease liability
CURRENT
Lease liability
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2013
$
Note 11: Unearned revenue
CURRENT
Members fees in advance
Sustaining Partner Income in Advance
Conference income received in advance
Sponsorship Credit
Surcharge

2012
$

182,191
209,590
43,000
24,200

189,360
65,157
80,640
5

458,981

335,162

2,652
7,917
(308)

15,785
0
(5,741)

10,262

10,043

Note 13: Employee information
The aggregate employee benefit liability recognised and included in
the financial report is as follows:
CURRENT
Payables (Note 8)

5,726

7,255

Aggregate employee benefit liability

5,726

7,255

14

13

Note 12: Money held in trust
TAS Project Holding Account
Other Project Holding Account
Holding

Number of employees at year end

Note 14: Company details
(a) Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute Limited represents members in the field of spatial
information in Australia.
(b) The registered office and the principal place of business of the institute is 1st Floor, National Surveyors House, 27-29
Napier Close, Deakin ACT 2600
(c) The Institute is a company limited by guarantee (ACN 135 572 815)
On the winding up of the Institute each member is required to contribute up to $20.00 per member to meet any
outstanding liabilities of the Institute.
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Note 15: Key management personnel
(a) Details of Key Management Personnel
Names and positions held of key management personnel in office at any time during the financial year are:
(i) Directors of Spatial Sciences Institute Limited
Gary Maguire
Gypsy Bhalla
Jonathan Saxon
John Trinder
Simon Callaghan
Simon Ironside
Chris McAlister
Chris Weir
John Minehan
Robyn McCutcheon

President
Past President
Treasurer
Director
Director
Director
Director
Ceased
Ceased
Ceased

(ii) Executives
Roger Buckley
James Curnow

Chief Executive Officer / Secretary
Secretary

(b) Compensation of Key Management Personnel
Short-term
benefits

Post
employment
benefits

Total

$

$

$

2013
Total compensation

-

-

The directors did not receive any remuneration directly or indirectly from the Company or any related body corporate for
management of the Company, other than reimbursements of expenses incurred on behalf of the Company.

Note 15: Related Parties
No related parties applied
2013
$
Note 16: Auditors' remuneration
Remuneration of the auditor for:
Auditing the financial report
Other services

2012
$

6,000
-

6,000
-

6,000

6,000
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Note 17: Leasing commitments
Not Applicable
Note 18: Cash flow information
(a) Reconciliation of cash
Cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the statement of cash flows is represented by the
following items:
Cash assets
1,225,820
(b) Reconciliation of net cash relating to operating activities to net surplus
Net surplus
Non-cash flows in operating surplus:
Depreciation and amortisation
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Receivables
Other current assets
Payables
Employee benefits provisions
Unearned revenue
Current tax payable
Money held in trust
Net cash relating to operating activities

1,022,734

141,346

(79,617)

31,869

40,214

(223,869)
(110,100)
128,311

(130,641)
(159,787)
178,814

458,981

335,162

10,262

10,043

436,800

194,188

(c) Restricted Cash
There is no restricted Cash
Note 19: Subsequent Events
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the financial year which significantly effects the operations of
the Company.
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Note 20: Financial Instruments
Financial Assets
Cash and
Cash
Equivalents
Non-Interest Bearing
Fixed Interest Maturing - 1 Year or less
Fixed Interest Maturing - 1 to 2 Years
Fixed Interest Maturing - 2 to 5 Years
Fixed Interest Maturing - More than 5 Years
Floating Interest

Trade & Other
receivables

Financial Liabilities
Trade &
Other
Payables

Income in
Advance

1,225,820
-

223,869
-

128,311
-

458,981
-

1,225,820

223,869

128,311

458,981

(a) Financial Risk Management
The Company’s principal financial instruments comprise cash at bank, receivables and accounts payable.
The Company does not have any derivative instruments at 30 June 2013. It is, and has been throughout the period under
review, the Company’s policy that no trading in financial instruments shall be undertaken.
The main risks arising from the Company’s financial instruments are interest rate risk and credit risk. The policies for
managing each of these risks are summarised below.
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the value of a financial asset or liability will change due to interest rate fluctuations. No
financial assets or liabilities were subject to interest rate risk with the exception of variable rate at call cash deposits.
Credit risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk at balance date to recognised financial assets is the carrying amount as disclosed in
the balance sheet and notes to the financial statements.
(b) Net Fair Values
The net fair value of financial assets and liabilities approximates the values shown in the statement of balance sheet and
the notes thereto.
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Auditor’s Report
Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute Limited
Auditor's Independence Declaration

UNDER SECTION 307C OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT 2001
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 30 June 2013 there has been:

(i) no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the Corporations Act 2001 in relation
to the Audit; and
(ii) no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit

John Beard, Registered Company Auditor 15775
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Independent Auditor Report

Scope
I have audited the attached financial report, being a special purpose financial report comprising the Directors'
Declaration, Statement of Financial Performance, Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Cash
Flows, and Notes to the Financial Statements, for the year ended 30 June 2013 of Surveying and Spatial Sciences
Institute Limited. The company's directors are responsible for the financial report and have determined that
the accounting policies used and described in Note 1 to the financial statements which form part of the financial
report are appropriate to meet the requirements of the Corporations Act 2001 and are appropriate to meet the
needs of the members. I have conducted an independent audit of the financial report in order to express an
opinion on it to the members of the company. No opinion is expressed as to whether the accounting policies
used, and described in Note 1, are appropriate to the needs of the members.
The financial report has been prepared for distribution to members for the purpose of fulfilling the directors'
financial reporting requirements under the Corporations Act 2001. I disclaim any assumption of
responsibility for any reliance on this report or on the financial report to which it relates to any person other than
the members, or for any purpose other than that for which it was prepared.
My audit has been conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. My procedures included
examination, on a test basis, of evidence supporting the amounts and other disclosures in the financial statements,
and the evaluation of significant accounting estimates. These procedures have been undertaken to form an
opinion whether, in all material respects, the financial report is presented fairly in accordance with the accounting
policies described in Note 1, so as to present a view which is consistent with my understanding of the company's
financial position, and performance as represented by the results of its operations and its cash flows. These policies
do not require the application of all Accounting Standards and other mandatory professional repo rting
requirements to the extent described in Note 1.
The audit opinion expressed in this report has been formed on the above basis.
Independence
In accordance with ASIC Class Order 05/83, I declare to the best of our knowledge and belief that the auditor's
independence declaration has not changed as at the date of providing my audit opinion.
Audit opinion
In my opinion, the financial report of Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute Limited is in accordance with:
1. The Corporations Act 2001, including:
(a)

giving a true and fair view of the company's financial position as at 30 June 2013 and of its performance
for the year ended on that date in accordance with the accounting policies described in Note 1; and

(b)

complying with Accounting Standards, comprising AASB 1025: Application of the Reporting Entity Concept
and Other Amendments and other Accounting Standards to the extent described in Note 1 and the
Corporations Regulations; and
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2. Other mandatory professional requirements to the extent described in Note 1.

23.9.2013
Signed on:

Auditor: John Beard Registered Company Auditor 15775
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